Challenges of being a diabetic in Nepal
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Diabetes mellitus burden has been escalating throughout the globe. By end of 2018 approximately 425 million adults (20-79 years) are living with diabetes and the most troublesome statistics is that 79% of adults with diabetes are living in low and middle income countries. The global prevalence of diabetes is 8.8% and is expected to increase every decades especially contributed by increasing prevalence from low and middle income countries. Nepal reports prevalence of diabetes above 8% from studies done at communities' level by different medical schools. The true burden is likely to be beyond the published data. Comprehensive quality care at low cost to patient seems to be one of the challenges in developing nation like Nepal. The point of care facilities for diabetic patients in Nepal are either less or inaccessible compared to the burden of disease. This is likely to increase the indirect cost of illness of a diabetic patient in terms of travel and accommodation which is again not easier as compared to high income country. The major gaps at current situation are first inadequate manpower in terms of primary physicians trained on diabetes at primary health care and districts hospitals, and diabetic team (diabetic physician, dietician, counselor and nurses) at zonal and tertiary hospitals. Second laboratories facilities that can monitor beyond plasma sugar level in primary care are a few in Nepal. Some of the endocrinology faculties in Nepal has taken initiative to train primary physician regarding comprehensive diabetes care however these is need of incorporation of such training in national policy level. Diabetes is not a priority disease in terms of expense of budget by health ministry in Nepal though it is public health problem that runs parallel with infectious disease. This is so because infectious disease are still priority public health issue at ministry and ministry is fighting against elimination or eradication of the infectious diseases. Private health care facilities are bridging these gaps in diabetes but still they are focused at urban areas making a rural diabetic Nepalese inaccessible. These all gaps is going to bring a diabetic patients to care point at either acute or chronic complicated status. This could be the reason for high burden of coronary artery disease, strokes and renal failure in young adults in developing nations. Diabetes with complication is going to exacerbate the cost of illness with compromised quality of life. Nepal GDP per capita income is around $1003.64 and Nepal spends around 6% of its GDP in health. Literature on direct cost of illness of outpatient door (OPD) diabetes in developing countries is more than $150 per annum. If we consider global prevalence as national the direct cost of illness of an OPD based diabetic patient will account for 1.3% of Nepal GDP that is 21.6% of current health budget. Thus diabetes is high economic burden disease in Nepal.
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